SEWAGE GRINDER UNIT (WET WELL INSTALLATION)

SECTION "B-B"

- STAINLESS STEEL LIFTING CHAIN
- PVC STRAIN RELIEF FOR ELECTRIC CABLE WITH PVC TYPE WOVEN GRIP. MOUNT TO HATCH FRAME. (TYPICAL FOR 2)
- INFLUENT PIPE
- 80 mil. EPOXY COATING
- FINISHED GRADE
- STAINLESS STEEL GUIDE PLATE AND FRAME
- ACCESS HATCH
- 4" SCH 80 PVC CONDUIT TO ELECTRIC UNIT
- SEWAGE GRINDER
- PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
- SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND PIPING (TYPICAL FOR 2)

SEE SHEET 1 OF 2 FOR PLAN VIEW AND SECTION "A-A"